**DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH**  
**MAY  2012**

**Dear Droners & Lovers of thee UN-LIMITED music! Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for MAY 2012, the 3rd "Newsflash"-update this year!**

**SPECIAL ARTIST PROMOTION OF THE MONTH: MAURIZIO BIANCHI!!**

M.B. is the legendary Italian analog drone industrial-artist, known for some very early classics. But there are many great albums by the late M.B. that got unfortunately not so very much attention. Yet to change this a bit, we offer the following: Until the next Italian analog-drone mailout all CDs (also collabs) by MAURIZIO BIANCHI you find in our mailorder-programme on [www.dronerecords.de](http://www.dronerecords.de) have a special discount of 30%!! (Old price: 13 Euro --> new price: 9,10 Euro). Prices are not changed in the database, but you can use it for ordering as usual.

**MAILORDER NEWS:** As usual some personal recommendations of newer releases first (details in the descriptions below): surrealist musique concrete by FREIDA ABTAN (*"The Hands of the Dancer"*),

**ARCHITECTURAL DRONES:** by THOMAS TILLY aka TO and JEAN-LUC GUIONNET (CD on Circum Disc), processed field recordings by YANNICK DAUBY, JOHN GRZINICH & MURMER on a doCD on Invisible Birds, the debut album by Mexican dronescape composer ANGELICA CASTELLO (CD on Mosz), frightening dark ambience by Polish HOARFROST (CD on Zoharum), an incredible beautiful collab by GAUCHISTE members CRAIG PIECES made in Italy by PHILIP CORNER! EXCITING STUFF, ALL HIGHLY RECOMMENDED !!

**STUNNING NEW RELEASES are also out from** (the maybe more well known names): RAPPOON (collectable LP box), German guitar-drone project "N" (endless tape in heavy iron case), ALOGs new album "Unemployed" as 4 x LP vinyl edition, rare self-released albums on CDR & MC by IRR.APP(EXT.), a NURSE WITH WOUND collaboration LP with BLIND CAVE SALAMANDER, rare CD-Rs by LPD / KA-SPEL / SILVERMAN, two more new YANNICK DAUBY releases, very guitar drone-based new album by AIDAN BAKER, a new AUN 10", RAISON D'ETRE live CD, FABIO ORSI LP, plus some re-listing and backorders of HAFLER TRIO, GYBE, THE NECKS, MIRROR, REUTOFF, W.BASINSKI, RE/SEARCH books, and and:.

As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. In stock, the titles listed are in stock, orders are backorderable quickly. Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website [www.dronerecords.de](http://www.dronerecords.de). All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders & all communications to: drone@dronerecords.de PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot!! BUILD DREAM MACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!! BaraKa[H]

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NR.</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>FORMAT</th>
<th>LABEL &amp; CAT-NR</th>
<th>REL.-YEAR</th>
<th>EDITION / LIM.? / SPECIALS</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>MORE INFO</th>
<th>WWW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ABRAHAMS, CHRIS - Play Scar</td>
<td>CD ROOM 40 RM437 2010</td>
<td>solo-album of NECKS pianist CHRIS ABRAHAMS, using organ sounds, guitars &amp; much more to create impossible to categorize compositions between musique concrete, electronic and experimental jazz</td>
<td>13,00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.room40.org">www.room40.org</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ABTAN, FREIDA - The Hands of the Dancer / The Temple of the Dreamers</td>
<td>CD + DVD Finite State 01 2011</td>
<td>highly abstract experimental &amp; surrealist musique concrete with thousands of strange sounds, not too far from NWW &amp; IRR.APP(EXT.), using often her completely fragmented and effected voice. / on the DVD pure hallucinogenic visuals, slowly dissolving LSD-images, completely mind-absorbing &amp; fascinating stuff!!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AELAB - Riding CD-R Dragon's Eye Recordings de5037 2011</td>
<td>experimental ambiental by GISELE TRUDEL &amp; STEPHANE CLAUDE using &quot;field recordings, synthesizer sequences and binaural beating oscillating sine waves&quot;, as a result of an artist residency that has happened in New Zealand, November 2011; lim. 200 pro cover &amp; duplication, on the prolific label of YANN NOVAK from L.A.!!</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.dragonseyerecordings.com">www.dragonseyerecordings.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ALOG - Unemployed</td>
<td>4 x LP Rune Grammofon RLP3116 2011</td>
<td>collectors &amp; vinyl freaks: limited vinyl version of new great album by the (stylistically impossible to pin down) Norwegian group; comes as 4 LP set with 77 min. of extra-material, numbered ed. of only 300 copies (3 of the records on white vinyl!!), we got only very few 55,00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.runegrammofon.com">www.runegrammofon.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE - Xixuau Xiparina Pt. 2</td>
<td>CD-R Tentacles of Perception Recordings 050AMT 2011</td>
<td>between vocal / sound poetry experiments &amp; minimal drone attacks, side one pieces on this LP on Belgiums most crazy label ULTRA ECZEMA, lim. 300</td>
<td>18,00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.denovali.com">www.denovali.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BERG, MOLLY + STEPHEN VITIELLO - The Gorilla Variations</td>
<td>CD 12K 12k2013 2009</td>
<td>free-floating ambient improvisations based on clarinet, guitar, bass, field recordings (&amp; more) and beautiful female vocals; very uplifting, spare, spacious, emotional... we love it!</td>
<td>14,00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cycliclaw.com">www.cycliclaw.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>BIRDS OF DELAY - A Living Room at the bottom of a Lake</td>
<td>LP Nashazphone NP-04 2009</td>
<td>psychedelic-electronic-noise-drone-etc duo from UK, doing the experimental-impro-uncategorizable-etc noise-culture-vibes!!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>BIRDS OF DELAY - The Cut</td>
<td>LP Ultra Eczema 88 2010</td>
<td>between vocal / sound poetry experiments &amp; minimal drone attacks, side one pieces on this LP on Belgiums most crazy label ULTRA ECZEMA, lim. 300</td>
<td>18,00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.mosz.org">www.mosz.org</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>BJORGÅ, PETER - The Architecture of Melancholy</td>
<td>CD Cyclic Law Cyclical 2011 second solo-album by this Swedish neo-classic icon (also: ARCANA &amp; SOPHIA); melancholic, pathetic dark ambient at its best; lim. 700 - 8 panel digipack 13,50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.cycliclaw.com">www.cycliclaw.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>BORBETOMAGUS - Live at InRoads</td>
<td>CD Psf Records PFSD19 1993</td>
<td>extreme impro-noise attack, recorded live November 1982 in New York City, released on the legendary PSF label from Tokyo</td>
<td>16,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>BRODERICK, PETER &amp; MACHINEFABRIK - Mort aux Vaches</td>
<td>CD Staalplaat STMAV064 2011</td>
<td>with: JAN KLEEFSTRA, NILS FRAMH, ANNE CHRIS BAKKER; lim. 500 very special packaging 14,00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.mosz.org">www.mosz.org</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>CASTELLO, ANGELICA - Bostario CD MOSZ-024 2011</td>
<td>first album by this Mexican composer (living in Vienna) doing organic &amp; poly-layered experimental dronescapes with a slight industrial touch at times, culling sounds from various sources (handplayed instruments, voice, field recordings, radio,...) = great discovery!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.mosz.org">www.mosz.org</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
18 CLEAR HORIZON - same
19 CORDIER, ERIC / SEUJRO MURAYAMA - Nuit CD Herbal Records HERBAL1004 2010 very abstract musique concrete piece of CORDIER using percussion sounds from MURAYAMA and lots of field recordings from Japan, along with electronic sounds... very strange & idiosyncratic soundart! 13,50 € www.herbinalternative.blogspot.de
20 CORNER, PHILIP - Air: Wind; Water & Metal LP Rizora Sonora RS1 2012 three previously unreleased pieces recorded outdoors in Italy (1990-1996), mixing raw field recordings of water, rain & thunder with cymbals, gong & gong. Great ambientic stuff (very low & rough & minimal) by this long active FLUXUS member and GAMELAN orchestra player; lim. 300 copies, comes with full-colour inlay & info sheet 18,50 €
21 CROENE, FREDERIK - Le Piano demecanise LP audioMER 007 2010 first LP for this Belgian pianist known for his work with ESTHER VENOROYO and TIMO VAN LLUIK - here he produces extreme dark & hammering sounds on a completely dismantled piano, using natural reverb; lim. 500 - special sleeve design 18,50 € www.audiomer.org/projects
22 DÄLEK - Untitled LP Latitudes GMT 0:06V 2011 finally in stock, ONE long track recorded in session for the nice LATITUDES-sets by the best American cosmic hip-hoppers we know; 40 minutes playtime, lim. 1,000 copies 13,50 € http://blog.southern.com/latitudes
23 DARKSMITH - Total Vacuum CD Hansson Records HN208 2010 CD version of first album by California sound artist TOM DARKSMITH - mysterious low fi musique concrete with many unidentified noises, scratches & scrapings, slowed, loopy & stranged out... think of G'PARK, YEAST CULTURE, HANDS TO, JOE COLLEY... lim. 500 in box 13,00 € www.hansonnrecords.net
24 DAUBY, YANNICK - Yannick & BY Dance by Yannick DAUBY do-CD & BOOK Kalerne / Atelier Hui-Kan 2011 pieces taken from six soundtracks for a Taiwanese contemporary dance company named HORSE; excellent field recording based tracking using animal voices, urban soundscapes, electronic processes; comes in a full-colour / glossy book-like fold-out sleeve with pictures of the performances & additional texts 18,50 € www.kalerne.net
25 DAUBY, YANNICK - Tai-pak thaia sa pian CD Kalerne kal03 / Atelier Hui-Kan 2011 three soundcompositions based on environmental recordings made in Taipei, Taiwan: - three ways of listening to the urban soundscape of Taiwan's capital; comes in very nice oversized gatefold cover with embossing 13,00 € www.kalerne.net
26 DAUBY, YANNICK / JOHN GRZINICH / MURMER - Lind, Raud, Aastaajad do-CD Invisible Birds ib005 2012 fascinating, mysterious field-recordings by YANNICK DAUBY made in Estonia 2007 ("songs of birds & metal") on CD 1, long tracks by MURMER & JOHN GRZINICH with additional electronics by DAUBY on CD 2 - sublime & poetic drones full of details - "the artist becomes an instrument for the landscape..." - highly recommended for any field recording fan!! Edition of 500 copies in nice 6-panel double-digipack 14,00 € www.invisiblebirds.com
27 DECH - Fundamental Structure MC The Tapeworm TW#27 2011 hushed minimal & waving dronescapes based on Hammond organ & a sruti box by this project feat. members of ELEH; lim. 400 copies 9,00 €
28 DEUPREE, TAYLOR - Shoals CD 12k 12k1060 2010 multi-layered loop-drones & concrete microsounds based on unusual recordings of gamelan instruments, excellent subtle ambient landscapes.... 14,00 €
29 DEUPREE, TAYLOR - Shoals (Edition) 7" 12k 12k2017 2010 companion release to the great "SHOALS" album with extended / different versions; lim / numb. 300 copies, clear vinyl; sounds great on 45 AND 33 rpm! € 10,50 www.12k.com
30 DRUMM, KEVIN / LEIF ELGGREN / MATS GUSTAFSSON - DEG LP Firework Edition Records FER 1035 2002 last copies of this collectors item coming in a very special cover with organic area ("ectoplasm"), consists of tinted interleaved paper, water and salt hidden under mylar/polyester, mounted on the cover!!! The powerful, noisy material was recorded live at Fylkingen in Stockholm 2001; heavy vinyl, lim./numb. 500 copies € 23,00 www.fireworkeditionrecords.com
31 DUAL - Fall (live in Berlin at the Drone Rec. Festival April 2000) do-mCDR CEE Recordings 003 2003 great release from the now-in-active Drone Rec artist from UK, recorded in Berlin at Podewil in 2000; lim. 100 in very special long format plastic-case. Last copies, definitely no reprint!! 12,50 € www.dual.co.uk
32 ECKLOFF, JÜRGEN - Jürgen Eckloff liest Nietzsche / Es geht im Kreis herum LP 99%Wasser WVINYL 017 2012 COLUMN ONE-member with two performance pieces: a circling soundtrack for "Der (halb) mechanische Derwisch" (Berlin, May 2010) on side A, Side B presents him reading repetitively FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE (but nothing more),recorded for TOCHNIT ALEPH October 2010; lim./numb. 199 copies with two inserts, lovely designed by ROBERT SCHALINSKI 15,00 € www.99-prozent-wasser.de
33 ERIK M - Frame mCD Metamkine MKCD026 1999 back in stock last copies - one of the first releases for this highly interesting French soundartist, realized for the famous "Cinema pour l'oreille" series by METAMKINE (label of JEROME NOETINGER) that was sadly stopped with Nr. 33 in 2002; cherish them as long as they are available! 3,50 € www.metamkine.com
34 EXIT IN GREY - Storms MC Abgurd AB-62 2011 rare MC-only release by this much requested Russian drone/ambient project from the Moscow-region, shortwave radio signals drowning in harmonic drone-waves, very lovely! lim. 50 copies in handmade paper cover 5,00 € www.abgurd.com
35 FEART KONSTRUKTOR - Gitche Manito LP Sealt S6 2012 dark analog "retro futurism" ambience from Russia, very well executed; another collectors items on this amazing Russian label; comes in handmade CANVAS-cover with thick glued plastic-symbol in the centre, numbered, limited 90 copies. 16,00 € www.sealt.su
36 FILIVS MACROCOSMI - Versatility of Perception CD IN MEDITARIUM!!); bubbling underwater-drones & analogue effects with "cosmic" synths sequences; taken from two deleted CD-Rs & unreleased stuff; very nice gatefold-edition with golden silkscreen-print; numbered ed. of 64 copies 15,00 €
37 FULLMAN, ELLEN - Staggered Stasis CD Anomalous Records NOM 29 2004 one of the last releases on the legendary Anomalous Records label from Seattle was this beautiful overtune drone-album by ELLEN FULLMAN, perfecting her Long String Instrument; two powerful drones composed of drone-rays 15,00 €
38 GALBRAITH, ALASTAIR & MATT DE GENNARO - Long wires in dark Museums CD Emporer Jones ej39cd 2002 three long tracks recorded at two different galeries / museums in New Zealand in 1999 in total darkness, sounds made on modified piano wires that were strung across the room, so the drones are coming through the vibrating walls and produce long waving overtones; performed with additional guitar loops & violin-playing 13,00 € www.emporerjones.co.uk
39 GAPIK, CEZARY - Contrast I LP White Box Recordings WHITE BOX 008 2011 promising first LP for this Polish minimal drone/noise artists, who works with different intensities on both sides; reminds us on DANIEL MENCHE or FRANCISCO LOPEZ, very much worth to discover! Lim.400 19,50 € www.whiteboxrecordings.co.uk
40 GAUCHISTE - same CD Little Black Cloud Records LBCCD 005 2012 debut album of this US-band combining otherworldly experimental apocalyptic drones with death metal influences, super dark stuff, really expressive sounds!! Like a mixture of tribal New Music as PENDERECKI or KAYN with minimal drone muzak like K. ER or LOPEZ and SUNN O))). mastered by JAMES PLOTKIN; lim. ed. in tin case, 100 copies only 13,00 € www.littleblackcloudrecords.com
41 GIARDINI DI MIRO - Good Luck LP City Centre Offices towerblock LP 051 2012 the most "catchy" and focused album by the Italian post- shoegaze-rockers so far: heavenly harmonics, lovely guitar spheres, male & female vocals... first full new album after 2 years, feat. guest musician STEFANO PILIA, and others.... for any SLOWDIVE fan out there a must! 16,50 € www.city-centre-offices.de
42 GIARDINI DI MIRO - Good Luck CD City Centre Offices towerblock cd 051 2012 CD version 16,00 € www.city-centre-offices.de
LP Constellation Records CST003 1997 finally back in stock for acceptable price! First LP, a classic now; comes with hand assembled, embossed paper cover & many inserts. 16.00 www.cstrecords.com

LP Constellation Records CST012 2000 third album back in stock for acceptable price; gatefold cover, silkscreened; when it came out, we thought its like an amalgam of GLENN BRANCA, RACHEL’s and LABRADOR. 20.00 www.cstrecords.com

GODSPEED YOU BLACK EMPOROR - Lift your skinny fists like antennas to heaven do-LP Constellation Records CST012 2000 third album back in stock for acceptable price; gatefold cover, silkscreened; comes with hand assembled, embossed paper cover & many inserts. 16.00 www.cstrecords.com

GODSPEED YOU BLACK EMPOROR - Slow Riot for new Zero Kanada mLP Constellation Records CST008 1999 their second album, embossed bronze-print cover 15.00 www.cstrecords.com

GODSPEED YOU BLACK EMPOROR - Yanqui U.X.o. do-LP Constellation Records CST024 2004 fourth album back in stock for acceptable price; a timeless classic, produced by STEVE ALBINI; gatefold cover, silkscreened. 30.00 www.cstrecords.com

GRUNTSPLATTER - The Passions of a Cripple LP Force of Nature fonr2 2005 last copies found of this radical darknoise-ambient release = the only 12” vinyl release for this now inactive US project; lim. 300 / dark blue marbled vinyl / 2nd part in the lim.12” series! 13.00

GURU GURU - Live in Bremen LP + CD Lilith Records LR331 2012 pure ecstatic Krautrock cult! Recorded live at Radio Bremen on September 12, 1971, feat. a 23 minute version of LSD MARSH (from the debut LP “UFO”), plus as bonus “Space Ship” (15” plus minutes) only on the CD! Comes 150 more copies with vinyl 16.50

HAFLER TRIO - Being a Firefighter isn’t just about squiring Water mCD Important Records IMPREC 055 2005 VERY LAST COPIES BACK IN stock!! Lim. 500 special gatefold cover / one-tracker ca.20 min 12.00

HILTON, CRAIG / TOMAS PHILLIPS - Le gout de neaut LP Abaith Records 019 2011 stunning collaboration by these two US composers (also members of praised GAUCHISTE) using the chinese zither Guzheng and electronics to create wonderful dronescapes, minimal haunting atmospheres, but also more fragmented sound-art eruptions,... nicely printed full colour silk screen fold out 7” cover, numbered ed. 500. Highly recommended. 16.50 www.abaithrecords.com

HOARFROST - Puppets of the Divine Coroner LP Zoharum ZOHAR 025-2 2011 nightmarish dark ambience from Poland, like an endless bad dream... using lots of vocal elements, dreamy melodies & surprising changes this has a very worthwhile cover! 12.00 www.zoharum.com

HONEYMOON KILLERS - Les Tueurs de la Lune Miel CD Crammed Discs CRAM103 2003 re-issue of great album from 1982 with truly innovative Avantgarde-Pop; has diverse bonus-tracks & live-material 13.00

HYBRYDS - Soundtrack for the Antwerp Zoo LP Constellation Records CST022 2011 re-issue of one of the best HYBRYDS-albums (originally released 1995), for a soundtrack around the Antwerp Zoo; a great underwater-dronescape using many sounds of ocean-creatures such as dolphins, whales, etc., 12.00 www.cstrecords.com

IF, BWANA / DAN WARBURTON - I am sitting in Phil Niblock’s Kitchen CD Monotype Records mono042 2011 very conceptual sound-work by DAN WARBURTON, who time-stretched about 100 IF, BWANA pieces to exactly 45 minutes for a live performance and mixed them simultaneously; later IF, BWANA added a WARBURTON piece that was processed the same way... -> very dense & drouny stuff with thousands of tiny micro-texts in the soundstream! 12.50 www.monotyperecords.com

IN BETWEEN NOISE - So delicate and strangely made CD New Plastic Music NPIB-1 1993 rare debut release of STEVE RODENs project 15.00

INGENTING KOLLEKTIVA - Fragments of Night LP Invisible Birds ib004 2012 US american collective performing subtle, dusky handplayed drones on bells, tibetan bowls, cello, harmonium, guitars, etc... using also field recordings and recorders, as an homage to INGMAR BERGMAN & SVEN NYKVIST - "a direct response to music recorded or released in 1969"; very nice & with energetic climax on Side B; lim. edition gatefold - cover 17.50 www.invisiblebirds.org

IRR.(APP.(EXT.)) - Flux / Crayfish MC Errata in Excelsis exc002 2011 rare C-40 MC-only release lim. 200, professionally manufactured with full colour cover & w. printed translucent shell: this is a "loose re-interpretation" of the classic ORGANUM / EDDIE PREVOST album of the same name from 1987; great powerful drones with ecstatic percussion work! 11.00 www.irrappext.com

IRR.(APP.(EXT.)) - Orgonosis 4 CD-R Errata in Excelsis exc001 2011 a kind of epilogue to the "Orgonosis" trilogy, so far only available as download; highly abstract / experimental ambience; very few hand-assembled copies have been made... 12.00 www.irrappext.com

IRR.(APP.(EXT.)) - The 11-Year Backwards Sleepwalk MC Errata in Excelsis exc001 2011 rare C-40 MC-only release lim. 200, professionally manufactured with full colour cover & w. printed translucent red shells; on the contrary of most influencing the truly experimental US-projects (& NURSE WITH WOUND collaborator); one Side C of this tape we find the following track: "Whatever might be going on in your head is now your own problem"! 11.00 www.irrappext.com

JAZKAMER / SANDBLEISTIFT - split 10" Licht-Ung 2007 the Norwegian noise heroes (JOHN HEGRE & LASSE MARHAUG) on this split 10" with obscure German Drone Rec.-artist also known as LICHT-UNG; lim. 290 copies, 4th part in the 10"-series 12.00 www.licht-ung.de

KA-SPEL, EDWARD - 11.11.11.11. CD-R Trademark of Quantity 2012 new studio-material (6 tracks) recorded between 11.-14. Nov. 2011, very song-oriented, dark & sad stuff, feat. a new version of "Poppy Day"; lim. ed. on the prolific label of YANN NOVAK from L.A! 13.00 www.terminalkaleidoscope.com

KUPPER, LEO - Digital Voices CD Pogus Productions P21060-2 2012 six newer pieces by this Belgian composer (*1935) who's earlier works had already been published on two POGUS CDs before; very demanding new music using mainly digital processed human voices & singings 13.00 www.pogus.com

LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - The Creature that tasted Sound CD-R Trademark of Quantity 2012 new studio-material (4 long tracks), more experimental / surrealistic / ear-play like psycho-active trips, featuring "Premorten" 35.00 www.trademarkofquantity.com

LISTENING MIRROR - Key of a Thousand Doors CD/HUB Hibernate Records H2012 2012 collection of rare / deleted micro-releases by this "transcendental ambience" duo from UK, using hissing field recordings, piano & vocals for their very minimal drifting soundscapes; lim. 200 13.00 www.hibernate-rcs.co.uk

MAIMIFIER / HOUSE OF LOW CULTURE - split LP SIGE Records SIGE004 2011 vinyl-version of CD from 2010 (UTECH) - two side-long pieces, feat. ZEV on percussion (HOLC side); lim. 500 19.50

MARANHA, DAVID & Z’EV - Obsidiana CD Sonoris sns-11 2012 live recording made in Lisbon, June 2010: DAVID MARANHA (OSSO EXOTICO) on harmonon, Z’EV plays stainless steel discs, bass drum & maracas; hypnotic, ritualistic drones, moving to an unterminable climax 10.00 www.sonoris.org

MIMOSA / MOIZE - Hear One near and think of the other CD-R Dragoon's Eye Recordings de5036 2011 hyper minimal drone-work by this British-Taiwanese duo, originally created for a gallery; edition of 200 professional artwork & duplication, on the prolific label of YANN NOVAK from L.A. 10.00 www.dragonsevercordings.com

MIRROR - Nightwalkers CD Dragon’s Eye Recordings de5034 2005 the now in-active project of CHRISTOPH HEEMANN & ANDREAS MARTIN; re-issue of their LP from 2000, last copies back in stock! 15.00

MIRROR - Nightwalkers CD Dragon’s Eye Recordings de5034 2005 the now in-active project of CHRISTOPH HEEMANN & ANDREAS MARTIN; re-issue of their LP from 2000, last copies back in stock! 15.00

MIRROR - Nightwalkers CD Dragon’s Eye Recordings de5034 2005 the now in-active project of CHRISTOPH HEEMANN & ANDREAS MARTIN; re-issue of their LP from 2000, last copies back in stock! 15.00

MIRROR - Nightwalkers CD Dragon’s Eye Recordings de5034 2005 the now in-active project of CHRISTOPH HEEMANN & ANDREAS MARTIN; re-issue of their LP from 2000, last copies back in stock! 15.00

NECKS, THE - Split LP ReR Megacorp ReRNECKS7 2005 two over one hour long pieces from 2004 by the Australian minimal Jazz trio, comparisons have been made with ALICE COLTRANE or TALK TALK... 18.00 www.rermegacorp.com

NECKS, THE - Split LP ReR Megacorp ReRNECKS5/6 2005 two over one hour long pieces from 2004 by the Australian minimal Jazz trio, comparisons have been made with ALICE COLTRANE or TALK TALK... 18.00 www.rermegacorp.com

NECKS, THE - Music for the feature film: The Boys CD ReR Megacorp ReRNECKS4 2004 soundtrack to the prize-winning movie, showing a different side (shorter tracks) of the Australian Jazz-majicians 13.00
NESSELHAUF, DAVID - The Barrow CD Enorme Tontr 1 ET005 2012 second solo-album by this acoustic double bass player from Hamburg (member of DIAPZORA); a gloomy mixture of drone & jazz-elements with a very filmic atmosphere, somewhere between AIDAN BAKER and BOHREN maybe... the author calls is DOOM JAZZ.. to discover! 10,00 www.enormetontr.de

NEW RISEN THREONE - Loneliness of Hidden Structures CD Cyclic Law 38th Cycle 2011 the well established Italian dark ambient project, closing the circle that began with "Whispers of the approaching Wastefulness"; using very varied elements to form their claustrophobic & highly melancholic soundtracks... recommended for any dark ambient lover! 13,50 www.cycliclaw.com

NOSTALGIE ETERNELLE - Sans Fin LP Hafenschlamm Records HR07 2012 first album (and first ever LP) after their re-union; very experimental minimal synth & industrial-pop between cold despair, weirdness & melancholy; NEW recordings made in Hamburg 2009 number: ed. 500 copies 14,00

NURE WITH WOUND / BLIND CAVE SALAMANDER - Cablesim LP Dirter DPROMLP92 2012 NW in collaboration with BLIND CAVE SALAMANDER (JULIA KENT, FABRIZIO PALUMBO, PAUL BEAUCHAMP) performing "Sololigio for Lithium"; lim. 650 copies 20,00 www.dirter.com

OFFTHESKY - The Beautiful Nowhere LP Hibernate Records HB29 2011 low-fi atmospheric, poetic drone folk, very mellow, slow & almost caressing.. sad & beautiful songs by this US american project, using many different acoustic instruments; lim. 200 13,00 www.hibernate-recs.co.uk

ORBIT SERVICE - A calm Note from the West CD Beta-Lactam Rings mt255 2011 another album by this "psychic pop" project from Colorado (USA), melancholic songwriting with folk & electronic elements, feat. many guest-vocals from BLIND CAVE SALAMANDER, ANNA BR STED (EFTERKLANG), EDWARD KA-SPEL, etc. numb. ed. 500 copies 13,00 www.bitwax.com

ORSI, FABIO - Von Zeit zu Zeit LP Backwards BW01 2012 two long new pieces by the well established Italian "cosmic & electronic ambiance" composer; 2nd ed. on orange vinyl, lim. 102 copies only! 18,50


PENDULUM NISUM - same LP Hinterzimmer hint13 2011 debut album of Swedish project formed by RETO MÆR (URAL UMBO, RYD GEM... and MIKE REBER (HERPES DELUXE) with very dark atmospheric "gothic" drones, based on electronics and instruments like horns, organ, piano, using also many field recordings from rain & thunder... 17,00 www.hinterzimmer-records.com

PERISPIRIT - Spiritual Church Movement LP Digitalis DIG1038 2012 first LP for this interesting new experimental / electronic US-duo combining digital & analogue sounds, having been coworked with AUTECHRE; price: 15,00 18,00 www.digitalisindustries.com

PETRELS - Hælgiemwelle CD Denovali Records DEN112 2012 stunning debut album for this new drone/ambient project from 2011 second album for TIM HECKER, FENNESSZ, STARS OF THE LID 14,50

PETRELS - Hælgiemwelle LP Denovali Records DEN112 2012 black vinyl ed. lim. 350 17,00 www.denovali.com

PHURPA - Trowo Phurnag Ceremony CD Mantra Spenta SACRAMENT I 2009 recorded live at "Gazgallery" in Moscow, autumn 2008 = the same ritual that was recently re-issued on IDEOLOGIC ORGAN as do-LP by STEPHEN O'MALLEY! Num. ed. 500 copies only, comes with two full colour postcards 13,00

PETRUE - A Rule for the Strata LP Root Strata RS68 2010 five pieces by PETRUE's ensemble of bowed guitar-drums, tuned to intervals corresponding with the Harmonic series; lim. 500 14,50 www.rootstrata.com

PRURIENT - History of AIDS CDR of same title (Syntactic 1997), plus the "Birethen" 7" (1995, Syntactic) and two previously unreleased tracks); lim. 430 copies only, comes with two full colour postcards 14,00 www.cycliclaw.com

RAPOON - In This World LP / CD / DVD-box Ultra Mail Prod U.M.P.-011 2012 incredible & beautiful "multi-media" 12" art-box with full-cover & silver embossed print, comes with clear vinyl 12", CD, DVD, poster, full-colour postcards.... lim. 150, expensive but a real piece of art! on collectors-item label from HONGKONG! 58,00

RAPOON - Messianicghosts CDR of same title (Syntactic 1997), plus the "Birethen" 7" (1995, Syntactic) and two previously unreleased tracks); lim. 430 copies only, comes with two full colour postcards 14,00 www.cycliclaw.com

RAPOON - The fourth face CD Opus Temporalis OPUS014 2011 hypnotizing & shimmerhing guitar and bass drone structures, refering to brain-wave state; another worth to discover drone-newcomer from UK on HIBERNATE... now the limited vinyl version in stock, edition of only 200 copies!

REUTOFF - The fourth face CD Root Strata RS68 2010 five pieces by PETRUE's ensemble of bowed guitar-drums, tuned to intervals corresponding with the Harmonic series; lim. 500 14,50 www.rootstrata.com

REUTOFF - The fourth face CD Opus Temporalis OPUS014 2011 hypnotizing & shimmerhing guitar and bass drone structures, refering to brain-wave state; another worth to discover drone-newcomer from UK on HIBERNATE... now the limited vinyl version in stock, edition of only 200 copies!

RAISON D'ETRE - When the Earth Dissolves in Ashes CD Cold Meat Industry cm213 2012 75 min. unique material collected from different live-performances 2010-2011 (Zich, Wuppertal, Rotterdam, Cologne, Leuven) mixed with soundscapes based on "Metamorphosis of a Metamorphosis" & "Metamorphosis..." records made in 2002; lim. 500 copies only, comes with two full colour postcards 14,00 www.coldmeat.se

RIVULETS - You are my Home CD Important Records IMPREC 109 2006 melancholic & heart-breaking lonely beauty-folk with acoustic & electric guitars, viola & cello, drums, bass, vocals, sparsely instrumented... third album by the project of NATHAN AMUNDSON, with guest musicians like JESSICA BAILIFF, CHRIS BROKAW (CODEINE, COME), C. FREDERICKSON (RACHELS), BOB WESTON (SHELLAC)... if you love NICK DRAKE this is a must! 15,00 www.importantrecords.com

SEAWORTHY + MATT RÖSNER - Two Lakes CD 12k 12k1062 2010 field recordings from New South Wales (Australia) are combined with in real time performed instrumental improvisations (acoustic Ukulele, electronics), for a lonely nature-ambience experience. 14,00 www.12k.com

SIGMA OCTANT - Disseminations CD OPN Records OPNCD0016 2012 third album by this long going French (post) industrial project, electronic / trancy ambience with hypnotic psychedelic lines, well structured, not too far from some COIL works but purely instrumental... 12,00 www.opn.fr

SILVERMAN - Dream Cell Deluxe do-CDR Trademark of Quality 2012 re-mastered re-issue of the maybe best solo-album (originally released 1995 on Tekas) by LPD founding member SILVERMAN; unavailable on CD for many years, this comes with one full CD-R of bonus tracks (some taken from the vinyl re-issue, some previously unreleased); a very refined and poetic form of cosmic ambiance... 16,00

TALVIRIROS - descent into Delta LP Hibernate Records HB32 2011 hypnotizing & shimmering guitar and bass drone structures, favoring to brain-wave state; another worth to discover drone-newcomer from UK on HIBERNATE... now the limited vinyl version in stock, edition of only 200 copies!

THERRADAMEON - Den Morke Munnens Sprak CD Cyclic Law 39th Cycle 2012 new dark ambient from Denmark on the Canadian cult-label for everything atmospheric & bleak; lim. 500 13,50 www.cycliclaw.com

TIETCHENS, ASMUS - Leuchtdienot 10" Die Stadt DS44 2002 2-track 10" with material recorded during the "Teilmengen" sessions; lim. 500 11,50 www.diestadtmusik.de
TILLY, THOMAS (TO) & JEAN-LUC GUIONNET - Stones Air Axioms CD Circum Disc lx005 2012 "architectural drones" - collaboration by these two French composers working on / with the architecture of the St. Pierre’s Cathedral in Poitiers, France - very abstract, amorph, at times fathomless experimental drones, using many unidentifiable sound sources & variations. great mysterious drone-muzak !! on a new label from Lille 12.00 www.circum-disc.com

VOXTER - Rockdrill CD Cyclic Law 35th Cycle 2011 second album by this German dark ambient / ritual project by one founding member of :GOLGATHA: , inspired by the British art movement of the 1920's, Vorticism; lim. 500 and already sold out at the label 14.50 www.cycliclaw.com

VULTURE CLUB - Live young, die fast and leave an exquisite Corpse CD Firewerk Edition Records FER1076 2008 very strong collection of Swedish Sound Poetry, lots of unknown artists & wonderfully obscure material: PÅR THÖRN, EVA KRISTINA OLSSON, ARIJANA KAJFES, JOHAN ANDREN, etc. etc. between sound-art and experimental earplay... for daring minds & souls ! 12.00 www.fireworkeditionrecords.com

V.A. - Departure of Melancholy CD Utech Records URCD004 2007 minimal guitar-noise drone radiating overtunes, somewhere between EARTH, FEAR FALLS BURNING and N, but more distorted... project from US with first album, lim. 500 13.00 www.utechrecords.com

WICKED MESSENGER - Dreamer / Redeemer CD Plague Recordings plague031 2012 new album by the well established "massive & mysterious abysmal ambient" project, multi-layered orchestral drone-scapes with a touch of ethnic & musique concrete influences... excellent, absorbing, haunting stuff !! 11.00 www.plaguecordings.com

WISHART, TREVOR - Encounters in the Republic of Heaven BOOK + CD Trevor Wishart (self released) 2011 "... all the colours of speech"... new amazing work completed Sept. 2011, an exploration of the music inherent in everyday speech, collected from all kinds of oral sound sources (fishermen, farmers, city-dwellers, etc.), highly processed vocal material between musique concrete & experimental earplay; comes with lovely 64p book 21.50

XEDH & CARLOS SUAREZ - Cuculacanto CD Essentia Mundi EM017 2012 advanced "electro-acoustic" dark ambient, based on live-improvisations, haunting, massive, industrialized stuff !! Again a great release on ESSENTIA MUNDI, lim. 300 12.00 www.essentiamundi.com